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Iknow the owner of the laundromat but can’t remem-

ber his name,which could be for many reasons.He is

closing up the laundromat as I get there.

Possibly the reason for forgetting his name cannot be sought

in any special feature of the name itself, but is explained

when I remember the subject we were discussing before I

was trying to convince him to let me into the laundromat,

which I am late getting to.The laundromat owner was

asking me about the whereabouts of his son, Hoopy,

whom I am familiar with a little but don’t feel comfortable

discussing with the laundromat owner since it isn’t my

business. If I try to think of the name of the laundromat

owner, this new train of thought, I’m sure, would disturb

its predecessor, since I am now interested in trying to get

the laundromat owner to let me past him into the laun-

dromat, which is now closed. I can no longer regard the

fact that I forget the name of the laundromat owner as

mere chance.
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TheAnimal Poem

There are many animals in the play,

so most of the actors will be required

to play animals as well as people.

When any of the animals die onstage, it should

be accompanied by the sound of a tape rewinding.

Landscapes

Growing up, we were all part of the structure.We thought the

structure was a painting.There was Dad counting our blessings

by the number of things people said, and Mom writing them all

down. It was the only thing we had for a photo album.
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The conversationwith the laundromat owner starts the same

way thatmy last conversationwith you did.A conversation

starts with whatAshbery calls ‘brittle,useless architecture’

that affords a high but teetering, scaffolding-like vantage

point of the action.What happens during the course of the

conversation with you draws an irreproachable map of the

city.It’s the conversation that I’m always trying to get back

to, that I’m always trying to find you in.What seems to be

keeping me off track is that architecturally,at this moment,

the poem dramatizes a confrontation with the laundromat

owner across the street from my apartment.
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We were invisible cats. A tiger’s latent speed is its

disappearability.At lunch we got five extra minutes of

 when the soupwas too hot.Then at dinnerwe found

tufts of orange fur in the cuts of meat on our plates.The

light in the kitchen stayed on all winter. Someone’s

mother always coming downstairs and saying oh, she

wished she’d had someone to stay up and talk to like

you kids.Taking leftovers from the fridge.That year old

Tigerman had a vague cancer.A kind that causes crying.

Reduces to the appetite of a house cat. He died after

that butwe still see him.He said he hadCalifornia inside

him the size of his heart.
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I can’t tell the laundromat owner anything about his son,

which, I think, is because a poem is a sequence in which

images are undivided, even by the architecture itself.You

have to be inside all of that undivision. In theory, this all

occurred tomebecause,after all,the poem is in themoment

that names and bodies fail.It occurs to me that I think that’s

exactly why I can’t say where his son is; I have a precursory

course of thought, which could get disrupted.And then

what,I’m left to wonder.After all, I’m just back in the city.I

found my apartment in the same state of half-repair as I left

it.The shelves were down in the kitchen, leaves had blown

in.(I’ve taken beams down from the ceiling to build a stair-

case right down to the street,or a table,I’m not sure which.)

Butwhen I’mback inmy apartment,I just end up taking on

all of the anxiety of pacing aroundwhat seems like an obsta-

cle course. I wanted to unwind from my trip, but I seemed

to be in a bad place for all of this.I lay down on a couch that

I’ve half-built into a specifically beautiful but impractical

ramp. It’s a working ramp, but it allowed me to fall into

nothing but an unrestful sleep. I doubt I had any dreams,or

remembered even a strandof anything towrite down.Before

I slept,I had practically cajoledmyself out of the clothes from

my trip,convincing myself with that act to throw almost all

of the clothes, everything else I packed for the trip, almost

all the clothes I own,really,into thewashingmachines at the

laundromat right across the street frommy apartment.I have

to consider that had been contributing to the fact that I’d

woken up in a state of unease.All of this being a precursor

for the disruption I was about to feel at the laundromat.
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: J and I had memorized scripts for talking on the phone. I

spoke our secret code for asking if J would come over.After eating

too much of what we decided on later as our favourite animals,

we both felt bad.This found us in the shelter at the park deciding

we’d find new things to eat that nobody had thought of.That first

unrest of hunger.

:My dad saw me with B down by the ravine.In the alluring

difficulty of constant heat and the pervasive sounds of insects,we

were amending familiar things,making the grass mean mud,and

the rocksmean pools of water.We included any grasshoppers that

we could catch.But had to scramble to get our clothes back on.

Like an arithmetic adding us up.

:She suffered a kind of collapse.Feeling deserted,paralyzed

with the fear of not being able to move.We all had to help her

take those first steps again, slowly and cautiously relearning to

walk. And love builds a perpetually collapsing house with the

resilience of a soap bubble.

:We met in the forest on the way down to the quarry, S

and I.The rocks shone silver, catching from overhead the stars

breaking open.Older lessons than geography emanating.A storm

against the night sky and light rain.We go back to my house and

sneak in by the light of the television from the living room.The

flashes of lightning and the  both soft and pulsive.
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As I pace my apartment,I have this abandoned poem stuck

in my head, I can’t remember from when.Stuck as we were

in those sad intervals of life. ‘Stuck as we were,’ I catch myself

saying out loud,at this point roaming the various obstacles

of my apartment (I’ve woken up in a state of disruption),

‘in those sad intervals of life.’ And with little else to do

except climb out onto the roof and listen to our favourite

songs; it’s amazing what we could do with all our old ideas

we had been using for television.

Childhood poems seem bathed in television light. Ulti-

mately I abandon them. Like we didn’t even have televi-

sion yet. It was the nostalgia for invention.We had  sets

with blank screens because no one had thought to invent

the signals.
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